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SOMERSET VIOLENCE REDUCTION UNIT
In September 2019 Somerset County Council was allocated £362,000 by the Avon and Somerset Police
and Crime Commissioner to set up a violence reduction unit. Somerset’s VRU is the coming together of
professionals from agencies such as police and the local authority to reduce the risk of harm from
violence and exploitation in the community. It does this by considering the evidence base, working in
partnership with a range of agencies across Somerset and assisting existing processes designed to
safeguard individuals and families.
The Safer Somerset Partnership acts as a core group overseeing all the violence reduction work for

Somerset. The team is made up of a combination of dedicated staff, and time from existing teams/
functions.

They include a public health specialist, police Sergeant and 4 Schools and Community

Officers (located in each District Council area in Somerset), a unit manager, an analytical function and a
communications officer.
Further funding was allocated in April 2020 for Somerset VRU to deliver the priorities set out in the
Somerset Violence Reduction Strategy 2020-21. For a copy of the strategy and more information about
the Somerset VRU please visit www.somerset.gov.uk/vru.
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PROJECT ADMIT
The Somerset Violence Reduction Needs Assessment project from Musgrove Park Hospital. Staff who
highlighted that alcohol use is a risk factor for are experienced at working with young people
involvement in youth violence. Somerset has a higher with substance misuse are available at A&E
rate (than national) of admissions for alcohol specific during peak times to offer support and access
conditions in those under 18 years and substance treatment. The project aims to reduce the risk
misuse in 15 to 24-year olds. In response, Somerset of harm posed to young people through
VRU have funded Turning Point Services (part of substance misuse, injury and violence and
Somerset Drug and Alcohol Services) to pilot a new reduce repeat attendance at A&E.

ACE AWARENESS
The VRU and the Public Health team are working on
an approach to generate awareness on Adverse
Childhood Experiences (ACE) and its impact on the
quality of life on individuals. ACE describes the
intense sources of stress that children can suffer while
growing up being exposed to domestic violence,
being maltreated, or coping with parental substance

abuse.

ACTIVITIES LED BY SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY OFFICERS
HOMELESS OUTREACH IN YEOVIL
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In recognition of the Public Health England’s publication COVID 19 mental health and wellbeing report
that states there have been growing indicative evidence that coronavirus and associated interventions
have had an adverse effect on the mental health and wellbeing of children and young people (CYP), the
Public Health team are currently offering the following training. Please see below the link to the training
menu page: https://www.cypsomersethealth.org/news&id=367

POSITIVE SUMMER ACTIVITIES
Avon and Somerset Constabulary, VRU, Young Somerset, SSE Education and SCC are working together
to put together a collaborative piece of work with the sole intention to
identify children and young people at risk of criminality and/or exploitation
from across Somerset. The main objective is to work together to engage
them in positive and diversionary activities throughout the duration of the
summer months. There will be a full report highlighting the success of the
process and important lessons learnt during this unique piece of multi agency work.
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OPEN MENTAL HEALTH

Open Mental Health is a Somerset alliance of
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DOMESTIC ABUSE
ManKind Initiative, based in Somerset are now hosting a
second online Pattern Changing course for male survivors of
Domestic Abuse. This course will be delivered by their
qualified Independent Domestic Violence Advisors (IDVAs)
and is funded by the Avon & Somerset Police and Crime
Commissioner from the MOJ fund. Therefore, it is free for
delegates to attend. The course starts on Wednesday 4th
November at 6.30pm and will be delivered via Zoom. It is

nine sessions long, in addition to a pre-course assessment
and a 1:1 debrief four weeks after the course has ended.
If you have male survivors in your service that you would like
to

refer

to

the

course,

please

contact

us

at

training@mankind.org.uk or call us on 07493 144169 to
discuss the course in more detail.

DOMESTIC ABUSE — COVID CAMPAIGN (ACTIVITY SNAPSHOT)

There are two new domestic abuse e-learning courses at The Learning Centre for
SCC employees.:
1. Child to parent abuse – learn more about how to identify this, and what you can
do to help both child and parent.
2. Teenage Relationship Abuse – learn how you can identify and help teenagers
who are in abusive relationships.

